The transcription of

The Equatorie of the Planetis

The text has been reproduced in diplomatic transcription. The lineation of the original has been retained and one page of transcript corresponds to one page of text. Contractions have been expanded and the letters supplied are given in italics. Superscript letters have been lowered except when they are used with numerals. Diacritics which distinguish i and j have been retained, and silently supplied when missing. Dots written over y have been ignored. Tironian notas have been transcribed as &. Raised points enclosing numerals have been lowered, as have the raised points which occasionally function as punctuation marks. Virgules (which are sometimes double) are rendered /, whereas the wedge paragraphus appears as a triangle in the transcription.

Emendations to the text are enclosed in square brackets:

\[\text{[the]}\] ‘the’ expunged
\[-\text{the}\] ‘the’ cancelled
\[\text{[the]}\] ‘the’ erased
\[\text{[co...]}\] word erased - legible ‘co’ followed by three illegible letters
\[\text{[ ]}\] erased word illegible
\[\text{[ \text{[the]}]}\] ‘the’ over illegible erasure
\[\text{[.72./68.]}\] ‘.68.’ over erased ‘.72.’
\[\text{[endith\—]}\] line over erased ‘endith’

Dissolved text has been treated as erased for the purposes of the transcription.

Interlineations and marginalia appear in small, within round brackets:

\(\text{(the)}\) interlinear ‘the’
\(\wedge\text{(the)}\) interlinear ‘the’ with caret
\(\text{s(}\text{the})\) ‘the’ from margin inserted into text

Missing initials have been supplied as small capitals if there is a guiding letter in the margin and as small italic capitals if there is none.